Black Nova Partners with Crestron
Joining The Cresnet Connected Program with Its Design Touch Panels and Keypads Collections
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Black Nova® proudly announces its strategic partnership with Crestron, the global leading Home
Automation Group, and launches all its Touch Panel and Keypad collection, ARIA®, ALBA® and
ANY®, with direct and full Cresnet connectivity.
The ARIA, ALBA and ANY Collections offer a compelling design and innovative option for all
Crestron dealers to strengthen their presence in the Global Hospitality and Residential Markets.
As Crestron Connected Devices, all Black Nova’s Smart Switches can easily be connected to
any Crestron System using the Cresnet bus and seamlessly deliver all Crestron advance custom
control features and functionalities becoming an integral part of a complete Crestron Smart
Solution.
The Cresnet bus is the communications backbone for any Crestron Smart Solution and is a
flexible 4-wire network that provides bidirectional communication and 24VDC power for any
Cresnet devices.
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Black Nova Smart Switches Design Collection encompasses a variety of bold and unique styles,
innovation and user experiences.
The ARIA® Collection is a tribute to minimalist aesthetics of the 20th century.
Its natural elegance elicits straight lines, simple shapes, vivid colors and perfect glass surfaces are
a stylish match for any interiors. Its bespoke look and precise performance create an experience
of pure comfort and aesthetic pleasure.
The ARIA collection is available in different control configurations up to 12 control buttons and a
Thermostat control panel with built-in temperature and humidity sensor.
The ALBA® Collection is the epitome of elegance and functionality.
Its bespoke look and precise performance, create an experience of pure comfort and aesthetic
pleasure nicely matching a variety of interiors, from eclectic urban loft to a mid-century living
room, from minimalist conference room to classical yacht suites.
Large, easy-to-use buttons with engraved icons and texts are flush into the design frame
creating a perfectly smooth surface. A subtle click confirms user touch.
The ALBA Collection is available in 2, 4 and 8 buttons layouts and two stunning finishes - metal
and glass.
The ANY® Collection is a unique fusion of Art, Innovative Design and Technology. It represents
Black Nova’s pursuit of excellence, engineered to be uniquely innovative and crafted with our
most profound passion.
ANY is a beautiful, flexible and powerful canvas to deliver the ultimate Home Automation
experience. It is conceived and manufactured with the highest level of quality and innovation.
The ANY Collection has a bold and stunning design, a simple and intuitive user interface, and
feels your presence and your needs. It is packed with last generation sensors including proximity,
gesture, ambient light, color, temperature and humidity.
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ANY is the evolution of current touch panels in terms of design, technology and overall user
interface and fully embrace the IOT and AI universe. It takes personalization to a whole new
level and delivers an unparalleled user experience with a full touch surface, gestures and
automated scenes triggering.
ANY can control any smart device around you, for instance, light, blinds, air conditioning, audio
video and security while its bold design and customization capabilities make its blending nicely
in any design style and context.

For more info, please contact info@blacknova.co
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